Functional compensation in the lateral suprasylvian visual area following bilateral visual cortex damage in kittens.
Previous studies have shown that functional compensation is present in the cat's posteromedial lateral suprasylvian (PMLS) area of cortex after damage to areas 17, 18, and 19 (visual cortex) early in life but not after damage in adults. These studies all have investigated animals with a unilateral visual cortex lesion, whereas all behavioral studies of compensation for early visual cortex damage have investigated animals with a bilateral lesion. In the present experiment, we investigated whether functional compensation also is present in PMLS cortex after a bilateral visual cortex lesion early in life. We recorded from single neurons in the PMLS cortex of adult cats that had received a bilateral lesion of areas 17, 18, and 19 on the day of birth or at 8 weeks of age. We found that PMLS cells in both groups of cats had functional compensation (normal direction selectivity and ocular dominance) similar to that seen after a unilateral lesion at the same ages. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that PMLS cortex is involved in the behavioral compensation seen after early visual cortex damage. In addition, the results indicate that inputs from contralateral visual cortex are not necessary for the development of functional compensation seen in PMLS cortex.